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Modelling of an air traffic control (ATC) system is an open issue and has become a challenging problem due to its complexity and
increase of traffic at airports and in airspace. Consequently, automated ATC systems are suggested to improve efficiency ensuring
the safety standards. It is reported that the number of collisions that occurred at airports surface is three times larger than in
airspace. Further, it is observed that gates and aprons congestions cause significant delays at airports; hence, effective monitoring
and guidance mechanisms are required to control ground air traffic. In this paper, formal procedure of managing air traffic from
gate to enter in the active area of airport for taxiing is provided using Z notation. An integration of gate and apron controllers is
described tomanipulate the information for correct decisionmaking and flowmanagement. Graph theory is used for representation
of airport topology and appropriate routs. In static part of the model, safety properties are described in terms of invariants over the
critical data types. In dynamic model, the state space is updated by defining pre- and postconditions ensuring the safety. Formal
specification is analysed using Z/Eves tool.

1. Introduction

Air traffic control (ATC) system is a highly complex and
safety critical system because its failure may cause a huge loss
in terms of deaths or financial losses. It requires state-of-the-
art techniques for development of ATC systems. Because of a
large increase in movement of population and consequently
a significant increase in capacity of air traffic [1], next
generation ATC systems are suggested to improve efficiency
by not compromising safety standards [2–5]. Although an
automated support to ATC system is available nowadays,
still it is heavily dependent upon human interaction causing
delays and accidents due to failure of communication in
decision making [6, 7].Therefore, developing an ATC system
enabling aircraft to move at airport and freely fly in the air
is a current issue [8]. Further, we believe that modelling of
safe and efficient ATC system will remain an open research
problem because of its complexity.

The ATC control can be divided into two categories, that
is, in-air and airport control systems. The airport surface
environment has historically been more dangerous than the

airspace. For example, the number of collisions that occurred
at the airport surface is three times more than the collisions
in the airspace [9]. It means we need effective monitoring
and automated guiding systems to control ground air traffic
at gates, apron area, taxiways, and runway intersections.
Apron area is used for preflight activities, for example,
parking, waiting, and maintenance. Gate, apron, and ground
controllers are main components for airport surface man-
agement; however these are very less focussed on by the
scientific community addressing ATC system [10]. Objective
of apron controller is to share information, communication
constraints, and priorities of aircrafts among the various
operators and controllers in addition to providing an active
decision support functions for route predictions [11].

In this paper, formal procedure of managing air traffic at
airport from gate to taxiway is provided using Z notation.The
Z is applied for formal description of the system under hand
because of its abstract mathematical features and rigorous
computer tool support [12]. It is noted that according to Euro-
pean electrotechnical standards, the use of formal methods
is recommended to achieve a required level of confidence in
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development of safety critical system [13]. In the algorithm,
an integration of gate and apron controllers is defined by
sharing the information required for managing the air traffic
from gate to taxiway. The airport surface is divided into
small enough blocks. Graph theory is used for the description
of airport and routs. For mapping of real world airport to
graph model, block is represented as a node and connectivity
between the blocks is represented as an edge. The safety
properties are described in terms of invariants over the data
types carrying the critical information in the staticmodel. For
example, it is assured that theremust exit, atmost, one aircraft
in one region preventing collision at the airport surface. The
traffic sequence is updated by defining pre-/postconditions
for defining safety properties in the dynamic part of the
model. Formal specification is analysed using Z/Eves tool.

There exists much work on modelling of ATC system;
some important work is discussed in Section 2. Inmost of the
work safety criteria are developed by testing through simula-
tion but unfortunately this approach is lacking in verifying
the correctness of ATC systems. This is because the number
of simulations increases exponentially to provide a required
level of confidence in complex systems. Moreover, when a
modification is needed the complete set of simulations must
be reconducted to ensure that the change did not compromise
with the defined safety and reliability.Therefore, it is required
to apply formal approaches for modelling ATC system which
has motivated us for embarking research in this direction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
most relevant work is critically analysed. In Section 3,
problem statement and formulation is presented. Formal
algorithm is described in Section 4. Model analysis is done in
Section 5. Finally, conclusion and future work are discussed
in Section 6.

2. Related Work

There existsmuchwork onATC system;most relevantwork is
discussed here. For example, in the existent work, a modified
minimum cost and maximum-flow genetic algorithm is
developed to maximize the ground airport capacity [14]. The
work is interesting in which the online scheduling of aircrafts
considering airport capacity is analysed but results are tested
and not fully verified. NASA has developed the surface
management system that provides information to federal
aviation authority controllers and air carriers to manage the
airport [15]. In this paper, it is focussed on prediction of future
airport surface characteristics, for example, taxiing and take-
off time for allocation of departure runways. In another work,
traffic limitations enhancement is developed by advanced
modelling capability for simulating airport surface aircraft
movement as a case study [16]. In this work, a proba-
bilistic timed automata model is developed under certain
assumptions for describing operators’ behaviours. A limited
number of system’s properties are expressed in probabilistic
real time computation tree logic. Taxi operation and real-
time planning function is developed to address taxi operation
uncertainties based on real data in [17]. However, in this
work, only a part of the planning function is evaluated using
scenarios based approach. In [18], unnecessary taxi time is

reduced by reducing taxiing process uncertainties and aircraft
queuing at the runway. Planning function is developed for
optimizing the traffic flow by real time sequencing the
departure traffic at the gate. In this work, although a process
is described, no proper algorithm is provided. In another
interesting and most relevant work, a model for estimating
the ramp congestion delay is reduced by employing managed
gate operation (MGO) tool [19]. Again a detailed procedure is
described in this work; however, no validation or verification
approach is provided to prove its correctness. In [20], PRISM
tool is used to verify and analyse the properties of ATC
system using timed automata.Multiagent approach is applied
in modelling of air traffic flow management (ATFM) in
[21]. The objective of this research is to show applicability
of agent-based simulation. In another work of NASA, a
collaborative air traffic flow is developed using multiagent
simulation technique. Several strategies were used to select
various routes increasing complexity of the system [22]. A
fusion of intelligent computing is studied for development of
a new tactical system forATFMusing advantages of themeta-
level control approach [23]. In another application, intelligent
computing models are claimed for ATFM as presented in
[24]. Due to the increase of air traffic density and relatively
limited number of airways, the future solution for optimal
airspace and safe air traffic control is proposed in [25]. A
protocol for aircraft conflict resolution is proposed in [26–28]
for information horizon in which the communication range
of an aircraft is finite. A predictable system is developed to
achieve free flight to choose an optimal path minimizing fuel
consumption and delay time rather than using predefined
flight schedules in [29–31]. This is very good effort for devel-
oping free flight ATC systems. The performance of conflict
detection and resolution is presented in [32] on estimation
of aircraft state space. Further, satellite based communication
systems have been suggested in current advances to consider
the free flight concept for the future ATC systems [33, 34].
Preliminary results of our research are reported in [35–39].
Other similar work can be found in [40–45].

3. Problem Statement and Formulation

Ensuring safety and increasing efficiency of an ATC system
have become a central issue due to increase of air-traffic
and introduction of new technologies [46]. The primary
objective of ATC system is to provide a safe and efficient
flow of air traffic [47]. The safe operation is made possible by
sharing information anddeveloping effective communication
through various systems to keep standard separation between
aircrafts. There are various ATCs responsible for monitoring
aircrafts from gate (departing) to gate (destination).

The departing of aircraft begins with the pushback pro-
cedure. After checking the availability of the apron area,
the aircraft is taxied to the active area of the airport. Air
traffic control tower is responsible for giving permission to
enter from apron area to taxiway. The route sequence from
gate to taxiway is issued by the apron controller having
communication with tower controller. The control tower is
responsible for assigning the departure runway and the taxi
route to reach the assigned runway. The runway assignment
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decision is based on various factors, for example, gate, pilot
preference, and traffic size. After reaching the runway, the
aircraft is put into the departure queue and then takes off
after the final permission. To complete this whole procedure
the surface management system collects information from
various sources and then flight plan including gate leaving,
apron area occupation, taxiway entering, departure time, and
runway assignment route is prepared.

It is noted that the departure runway might be assigned
after pushback request is received. This is because the
departure runway can only be predicted if we are able to
predict the time between pushback and the takeoff. Various
factors are involved assigning departing aircraft to a runway.
For example, how the airport runways are configured for
arriving and departing traffic which totally depends on the
airport. From gate to take-off, few major reasons for delay
in a flight are as follows: (i) unoptimized calculation of
departure sequence because of various airport states causing
state space explosion, (ii) inefficient push back procedures
because of dynamic change at airport, (iii) revisiting route
sequences because of accommodating priorities, and (iv)
apron controllers do not have full support to accommodate
airline priorities because of lack of automated functioning
support. As a result, it causes an irregular operation of apron
and gate controllers.

In our model, a formal approach is developed to expedite
airport traffic from gate to apron and taxiways through
integration of various controllers. It is noted that detailed
information, for example, weather conditions, wind speed,
and direction, which may change the runway configuration
in reality is not considered in our model in defining route
sequence. Further, aircraft type and weight are also not
considered. In this way, same length of route is assumed for
every type of an aircraft in our model. In the model, two
separate queues are maintained, each one for entering apron
area and taxiways. Aircraft position, taxiway location, and
runway are provided by the surface surveillance systemwhich
is usually integrated with GIS. Such integration issues are also
out of the scope of this research.

In static part of the model, the airport surface is divided
into different regions and then transformed into a graph. In
the transformation, a small unit (block) of airport surface is
represented as a node and connectivity between two blocks
is assumed as an edge in the graph. As we have supposed
different routes for take-off and landing procedures in our
model, hence, the resultantmodel is a directed graph relation.
However, a gate can be used for both incoming and departing
flights.The objective is to find and assign an appropriate route
from gate to taxiing an aircraft. Assigning gates and defining
aprons and connectivity from apron to active area for taxiing
are three main activities addressed in the dynamic part of
system.

In the operational system, initially an aircraft sends
a pushback request to the gate controller. The pushback
operation is executed after having a clearance from the apron
controller. Next, the aircraft sends a request for taxi clearance.
The clearance is awarded to the aircraft for taxiing after
communication of apron controller and the air traffic control
tower.

4. Formal Modelling Using Z Notation

Safety and efficiency are two core requirements in safe
and normal operation of an ATC system. Safety requires a
well-defined sequence of patterns whereas efficiency needs
expeditious movement of aircrafts. In this section, formal
procedure of aircrafts movement from gate to active area
for taxiing is described. Formal rules are defined to prevent
collisions and expedite the flow of traffic by maintaining a
queue of aircrafts using Z notation.

4.1. Static Model. First of all, formal specification of airport
surface is described based on the graph relation.The smallest
surface unit of the airport is represented by a Block which is
node in the graph relation. The connectivity of two blocks
is represented by a link which is an edge in the graph. The
ordered pair (𝑢, V) in the edge-set means an aircraft canmove
from node 𝑢 to node V:

[Block]; 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠 == {𝑥, 𝑦 : 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 | 𝑥 ̸= 𝑦 ∙ (𝑥, 𝑦)}.

Formal specification of the graph relation is described
by the schema Graph. The schema consists of two parts
divided in horizontal form, definition, and predicate parts. In
first part of the schema, variables definitions are given and
invariants are described in predicate part of the schema. The
schema consists of two components, that is, block-set and
link-set.The block-set is defined as a finite power set of Block.
The link-set is a finite power set of Links which is in fact the
set of all the possible edges of the graph relation.

In predicate part, it is stated that both ends of any edge are
nodes which is a natural constraint in graph relation. Further,
every block is an end of an edge; that is, there is no isolated
block. Finally, for any two blocks, there is a path in the graph
relation because it is supposed that it is possible tomove from
one block to any other block at the airport surface.

blocks: FBlock

links: FLinks

∀b1, b2: blocks ∙ path: seq Block∃

Graph

∀b1, b2: Block | (b1, b2) ∈ links ∙ b1 ∈ blocks ∧ b2
∈ blocks

∃∀b: blocks ∙ b1, b2: Block | (b1, b2) ∈ links
∙ b = b1 ∨ b = b2

∙ ∀i: N | i ≥ 1 ∧ i < #path ∙ (path i, path (i + 1))
∈ links

Passenger gate is represented by the Gate schema con-
stituted by two components, that is, gate identifier and gate
state. The state variable has values, clear or occupied. The
set of gates is defined by the partial function gates from gate
identifier to Gate schema. The Gates schema is a set of all the
gates at airports which can be assigned to an aircraft.

Gate
gateid: Block
gatestate: State

State::= CLEAR | OCCUPIED
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gates: Block Gate↛

Gates

∀gid: Block; gate: Gate | (gid, gate) ∈ gates
∙ gid = gate · gateid

Apron area is used for preflight activities including
parking, waiting, andmaintenance. As there is an association
relationship between apron area and gate, hence, apron is
needed to be defined as a separate entity which consists
of apron identifier and its state. The identifier is assumed
as a block. The set of aprons is a partial function from
apron identifier to apron schema. In predicate part, it is
stated that for every apron identifier apid and schema apron
the ordered pair (apid, apron) is in the domain of aprons
function.

Apron
apid: Block
state: State

aprons: Block ↛ Apron

∙ apid = apron · apid

Aprons

∀apid: Block; apron: Apron | (apid, apron) ∈ aprons

Taxiway is a path on an airport connecting an apron area
to a runway through various other services. In our model,
taxiway is defined as a schema consisting of taxiway identifier
and a sequence of blocks defining a well-defined path.

Taxiway

: seq Blockpath
:taxiwayid TaxiwayId

[TaxiwayId]

The Taxiways schema contains two components, namely,
taxiways and taxiingA. The first one, taxiways, is a function
from taxiway identifier to Taxiway.The second one, taxiingA,
is a partial function from taxiway identifier to aircraft
identifier occupying the taxiway. In predicate part, it is stated
that the domain of taxiingA is contained in the domain of
taxiways function.

taxiways: TaxiwayId → Taxiway

taxiingA: TaxiwayId AircraftId

∙ tid = taxiway · taxiwayid

dom taxiingA ⊆ dom taxiways

↛

Taxiways

∀tid: TaxiwayId; taxiway: Taxiway | (tid, taxiway)
∈ taxiways

[AircraftId]

The airport topology consists of four schemas defin-
ing graph, gates, aprons, and taxiways. In predicate part,
it is stated that every block in the domain of gates and
aprons functions belongs to the node-set. The intersection

of domains of gates and aprons functions is empty. Further,
it is stated that every block of gate and apron area is
connected to a taxiway.The paths in taxiways are represented
as a sequence of blocks satisfying the invariants of the
connectivity relation. It is stated that every element of a path
sequence is a block in the graph relation. Any two consecutive
elements in path sequence constitute an edge in the graph
relation.

Graph; Gates; Aprons; Taxiways

∀tw: ran taxiways

∀b1: dom gates ∪ dom aprons

∙ tw: ran taxiways ∙ b2: ran tw · path∃ ∃

∙ (tw · path i, tw · path (i + 1)) ∈ links

∙ (route i, route (i + 1)) ∈ links

AirportTopology

dom gates ∩ dom aprons =⌀

∀b: Block; gate: Gate | (b, gate) ∈ gates
∙ gate · gateid ∈ blocks

∀b: Block; apron: Apron | (b, apron) ∈ aprons
∙ apron · apid ∈ blocks

∙ path1: seq Block | w · path = path1∃ t

∙ ∀i: N | i ∈ dom path1 ∧ i ∈ 1, . . . , #path1 − 1

∙ route: seq Block ∙ ∀i: N | ≥ 1 ∧ i < # route∃ i

An aircraft is specified by a schema Aircraft which
consists of two components, that is, aircraft identifier and its
safe area. The set of all permissible aircrafts at the airport
is defined as a mapping from aircraft identifier to Aircraft.
In predicate part of the Aircrafts schema, it is stated that
an intersection of safe areas of any two aircrafts is always
empty.

Aircraft
aircraftid: AircraftId
safeArea: seq Block

aircrafts: AircraftId → Aircraft

∙ aid = acr · aircraftid

Aircrafts

∀ac1, ac2: ran aircrafts ∙ ac1 · safeArea ∩
ac2 · safeArea = ⌀

∀aid: AircraftId; acr: Aircraft | (aid, acr)
∈ aircrafts

The gate controller defined below consists of four com-
ponents. The first one is Gates schema which is already
defined. The second component is gatesR representing the
aircrafts which have requested a gate. The gatesR component
is defined as a sequence type to provide the service on first
come and first serve basis. The gatesA is the third component
representing mapping from aircraft identifier to gate.The last
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one is pushbackR which is the set of aircrafts which have
requested for pushback from the gate.

It is mentioned that relationship among all the compo-
nents of the gate controller is defined in terms of properties.
To capture invariants for completeness of the specification,
each component of the gate controller was selected and then
it identified any relationship, if exists, with the rest of the
components.

Gates

gatesR: seq AircraftId

↛gatesA: AircraftId Gate

pushbackR: F AircraftId

∀gate: ran gates

∙ gate ∈ ran gatesA ⇒ gate · gatestate =

OCCUPIED ∧

gate ∉ ran gatesA ⇒ gate · gatestate = CLEAR

pushbackR ⊆ dom gatesA

GateController

ran gatesR ∩ dom gatesA = ⌀

Invariants are as follows: (i) if a gate is assigned to an
aircraft, it must be in the occupied state otherwise it is in
the clear state; (ii) if a gate is assigned to an aircraft, the
aircraft cannot be in the list of aircrafts which have requested
a gate. If an aircraft has requested a gate, it cannot be in the
list of aircrafts which are assigned a gate; (iii) if an aircraft
has requested pushback, then aircraft must be in the list of
aircrafts which are assigned the gates.

It was possible to specify gate and apron controllers using
the same schema; however, we have defined it separately
because of the simplicity of the model. The apron controller
consists of aprons, set of aircrafts which have requested for
pushback clearance pushbackC, sequence of aircrafts which
are in apron area apronQ, and sequence of aircrafts which
have requested for taxiing taxiingR. Formal specification
of the apron controller is described below following the
invariants.

Aprons

pushbackC: FAircraftId
apronQ: seq AircraftId
taxiingR: seq AircraftId

∀aid: ran taxiingR ∙ aid ∈ ran apronQ ∧ aid
∉ pushbackC

∀aid: pushbackC ∙ aid ∉ ran apronQ ran taxiingR∪

ApronController

∀aid: ran apronQ ∙ aid ∉ pushbackC

Invariants are as follows: (i) any aircraft which has
requested pushback clearance cannot be in the list of aircrafts
in the apron area; (ii) if an aircraft is in the apron area,

it has not requested the pushback clearance; (iii) if an
aircraft has requested taxiing, it is in the apron area but
not in the list of aircrafts which has requested pushback
clearance.

4.2. Dynamic Model. Formal specification of operations
required for moving aircrafts from gate to taxiways is
described in this section. The model is a part of the take-
off procedure from gate to taxiing for updating state space
of the airport. There are three main facilities, namely, gates,
aprons, and taxiways, which are managed by gate and apron
controllers. At first, an aircraft is entered from gate to apron
area by communication of gate and apron controller. After an
aircraft is entered from apron area to taxiway, it is controlled
by the local controller.

First of all, an operation for gate request is defined below.
An aircraft sends a request for gate to the gate controller
by showing its identity. After verifying the identity, the
gate controller accepts the request and adds the aircraft
in the waiting list gatesR. The operation is described by
the schema RequestGate which contains ΞApronController,
ΔGateController, and aircraft identifier aid? as inputs. The
state of gate controller is updated by verifying the properties
as pre- and postconditions. It is noted that postcondition
must be satisfied after the successful execution of the oper-
ation. The symbol Ξ used in the schema shows that state of
apron controller is not changed. The symbol Δ shows that
state of gate controller is changed. The symbol ? after aid
variable represents that it is an input variable. The schema
components are put in first part and pre-/postconditions are
described in second part of the schema.

ΞApronController

ΔGateController

aid?: AircraftId

gatesA = gatesA

pushbackR = pushbackR

gatesR = gatesR ⟨aid?⟩⌣

RequestGate

aid? ∈ ran apronQ

aid? ∉ ran gatesR

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the requesting air-
craftmust be in the apron area (apronQ); (ii) the aircraft is not
in the list of waiting list (gatesR); (iii) if the above conditions
are satisfied, then aircraft is added to the waiting list; (iv)
the other two variables of gate controller are unchanged.
The symbol “  ” decorating a variable is used for its new
state.

Formal definition of the gate assignment operation is pro-
vided by the AssignGate schema. The schema contains three
components, namely, ΔGateController, aircraft identifier, and
gate, as inputs in first part of the schema.The gate is assigned
by the gate controller in terms of pre- and postconditions in
the predicate part of the schema.
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ΔGateController

aid?: AircraftId
gate?: Gate

aid? ∈ ran gatesR

aid? ∉ dom gatesA

gate? ∈ ran gates

gate? ∉ ran gatesA

gatesR = gatesR

pushbackR = pushbackR

gatesA = gatesA ∪ {(aid? gate?)}↦

AssignGate

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the aircraftmust be
in the waiting list of aircrafts; (ii) the aircraft is not assigned a
gate; (iii) the input gate belongs to the valid list of gates; (iv)
the gate is not assigned to any other aircraft; (v) if the above
conditions are satisfied, then aircraft is assigned the gate; (vi)
the other two variables gateR and pushbackR of gate controller
are unchanged.

The pushback request procedure is denoted by the Push-
backRequest schema. The schema consists of ΔApronCon-
troller, ΔGateController, and aircraft identifier. The schema
definition is given below following pre-/postconditions for
updating state space of gates.

ΔApronController

ΔGateController

aid?: AircraftId

aid? ∈ dom gatesA

aid? ∉ pushbackR ∩ pushbackC

pushbackC = pushbackC ∪ {aid?}

pushbackR = pushbackR ∪ {aid?}

gatesA = gatesA

gatesR = gatesR

apronQ = apronQ

taxiingR = taxiingR

PushbackRequest

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the aircraft must
be assigned a gate before sending a pushback request; (ii)
the aircraft neither has requested for pushback nor has a
pushback clearance; (iii) the aircraft is added in the pushback
request of gate controller and pushback clearance list of apron
controller; (iv) the other variables gatesA and gatesR of gates
controller and apronQ and taxiingR of apron controller are
unchanged.

The pushback procedure is denoted by Pushback schema
consisting of five components, namely, ΔGateController,
ΔApronController, aircraft identifier, apron identifier, and

apron, as given below. The schema definition is given below
following the pre-/postconditions.

ΔGateController

ΔApronController

aid?: AircraftId
apid?: Block
apron?: Apron

aid? ∈ dom gatesA

aid? ∈ pushbackR ∩ pushbackC

(apid?, apron?) ∈ aprons

gatesR = gatesR

taxiingR = taxiingR

gatesA = {aid?} gatesA⩤

apronQ = apronQ ⟨aid?⟩⌣

Pushback

aprons = aprons ∪ {(apid? apron?)}↦

pushbackC = pushbackC\{aid?}

pushbackR = pushbackR\{aid?}

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the aircraft must
be assigned a gate; (ii) it is in the lists of pushback requests
and pushback clearance; (iii) the aircraft is removed from the
gate list; (iv) the aircraft is removed from the pushback and
clearance lists; (v) the aircraft is allowed to enter the apron
area; (vi) the rest of the variables of gate and apron controllers
are unchanged.

The taxi request procedure is defined below by using
TaxiRequest schema consisting of ΔApronController and
aircrafts identifier. The schema definition is given below
following the informal description.

ΔApronController

aid?: AircraftId

aid? = apronQ 1

apronQ = apronQ

pushbackC = pushbackC

aid? ∉ ran taxiingR

taxiingR = taxiingR ⟨aid?⟩⌣

TaxiRequest

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the aircraft which
has requested for taxiing is the first one in the queue in
apron area; (ii) the aircraft does not belong to the list
of aircrafts waiting for taxiing; (iii) the aircraft is added
in the list of aircrafts waiting for taxiing; (iv) the other
two variables apronQ and pushbackC of apron controller
remained unchanged.

Finally, formal procedure of leaving the apron area for an
aircraft and entering into taxiway is described usingEnterTaxi
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schema which consists of ΔApronController, ΔTaxiways, air-
craft, taxiway identifier, and taxiway. The aircraft is removed
from the waiting list of aircrafts by using the filter “↿”
operation.

ΔApronController

ΔTaxiways

acr?: Aircraft
tid?: TaxiwayId
taxiway?: Taxiway

acr? · aircraftid ∈ ran taxiingR

acr? · aircraftid = apronQ 1

taxiingR

apronQ

pushbackC = pushbackC

taxiways = taxiways

· aircraftid ∙ i}
(i, acr? · aircraftid) ∉ taxiingR ∧ aid acr?≠

· aircraftid ∙ i}
(i, acr? · aircraftid) ∉ apronQ ∧ aid acr?≠

↿taxiingR

↿apronQ

EnterTaxi

taxiingA = taxiingA ∪ {(tid? acr? · aircraftid)}↦

(tid?, taxiway?) ∈ taxiways

= {i: N; aid: AircraftId | i ∈ dom taxiingR ∧

= {i: N; aid: AircraftId | i ∈ dom apronQ∧

Pre-/postconditions are as follows: (i) the aircraft must
have taxiing permission; (ii) the aircraft which has requested
for taxiing is the first one in the queue in the apron area;
(iii) after the aircraft has taxied, it is removed from the list
of aircrafts having permission for taxiing and from the apron
area; (iv) the rest of the variables of apron controller remained
unchanged.

5. Model Analysis

In this section, formal analysis of the specification is provided
using Z/Eves toolset. Aswe know, there does not exist any real
computer tool which may assure complete correctness of for-
mal specification.That means even if the formal specification
is written well, it may cause potential errors. Hence, an art of
writing formal specification does not provide any guarantee
about correctness of the model. If the formal specification of
a system is analysed with a computer tool, it improves the
confidence by identifying errors if it exists in the model.

The Z/Eves is a powerful tool used here for analysing the
formal specification of a part of the air traffic control system
responsible for aircraftmovement from gate to the active area
for taxiing. Some schemas of the formalmodel are checked to
be correct while the others are proved by reduction technique
available in the tool.

Table 1: Results of model analysis.

Schema Name Syntax type
check

Domain
check Reduction Proof by

reduction
Graph Y Y Y∗ Y
Gate, Gates Y Y NA Y
Apron, Aprons Y Y NA Y
Taxiway, Taxiways Y Y NA Y
AirportTopology Y Y Y∗ Y
Aircraft, Aircrafts Y Y NA Y
GateController Y Y NA Y
ApronController Y Y NA Y
RequestGate Y Y Y∗ Y
AssignGate Y Y NA Y
PushbackRequest Y Y NA Y
Pushback Y Y Y∗ Y
TaxiRequest Y Y Y∗ Y
EnterTaxi Y Y Y∗ Y

Summary of the results is provided in Table 1. In first
column of the table, name of the schema is provided. The
second column is used for syntax and type checking. The
domain checks proofs in the tool guarantees the consis-
tency of the formal specifications for axiomatic declarations.
Domain checking is done in column 3. Proof by reduction
is a technique in which equivalent simpler combinations of
tactics is substituted. Reduction and proof by reduction are
represented in columns 4 and 5, respectively. The symbol
“Y” in the table indicates that all schemas are proved to be
correct automatically. The symbol “Y” annotated with “∗”
shows that the schema is proved to be correct by reduction
technique. The symbol “NA” in 4th column is used to mean
that reduction is not required on the predicates and, hence,
the formal specification is proved to be written well and
meaningful.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a formal procedure for
air traffic flow management from gate to taxiing in air
traffic control (ATC) system. Initially, we have described
fundamental components for description of the required
system.The airport surface is represented using graph theory
as a part of static model. We observed that graph model
was an effective one for defining connectivity relation and
appropriate taxing routs. Dynamic model is described for
manipulating critical information based on the static model.
Safety properties are described in terms of invariants over
the components in the static model. Pre- and postconditions
are used to define safety criteria in the operational system to
avoid any unwanted situation. Z notation is applied, because
of its rigorous and abstract nature, for formal analysis of this
critical system.

We observed that the complexity of the ATC system was
reduced by decomposing into its components. The use of
schema structure in Z notation facilitated both in the static
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and dynamic parts of the model. Systematic development
from abstraction to detailed model made it easy to propose
a simple and abstract model.

There exists much work on modelling of ATC system;
however it needs more research to address next generation
automated systems achieving the required level of safety and
efficiency. The work of Michael and Steven is close to this in
which gate management and ramp operations are analysed
for reducing delay time, fuel burning, and other costs [48].
In their work, the approach is fairly conservative based on
observations and results are not fully verified and established.

Various benefits describing formal specification of
the system were observed. For example, modelling of
component-based system provided us with a complete
characterization at a higher level of abstraction. On the
other hand, if the system was specified at a more detailed
level, intuition may have been lost. Compositional approach
enabled us to give reasoning about the components and
subsequently the entire system. Further advantages of a
formal model can be observed after refinement. The detailed
model can be achieved after a series of refinements while
guaranteeing the transformation of syntax and semantics
rules.

A clear scope and set of assumptions were defined
before producing a mathematical model of the system. It is
mentioned that this formal model can be applied to an ATC
system after a further refinement and analysis.This is because
we have defined the properties based on the requirements of
a real ATC system.
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